
 
 
CONGRATULATIONS UCHS STEM ACADEMY/TSA STUDENTS ON 
WINNING THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP FOR TEAMS WRITTEN 
ESSAY! 
 
Pictured:  Steven Williams, Evelyn McBride, Madison Yost, Sarah Cook, Andrew Walker, Derek 
Harwood, Thomas Mellendorf, Brian Williams, not pictured:  Will Harkins 
 
This week, the UCHS STEM academy competed in the national TEAMS competition at Orlando during               
the national TSA conference. During this competition, students had to write a scientific essay that               
displays their scientific and engineering knowledge, complete a problem solving challenge, solve            
engineering mathematics problems, and present a professional presentation on technological solutions for            
environmental problems. I'm am proud to announce we are national teams champs in the written portion                
of the event. The students who competed were Madison Yost, Evelyn McBride, Sarah Cook, Andrew               
Walker, Thomas Mellendorf, Will Harkins, Brian Williams, Derek Harwood, Steven Williams.  
 
We are so proud to be national champions for TEAMS written portion of the national competition.                
TEAMS is an acronym standing for Tests of Engineering Aptitude, Mathematics, and Science. TEAMS              
is an annual STEM competition challenging students to work collaboratively and apply their math and               
science knowledge in practical, creative ways to solve real everyday engineering challenges. After             
participating in TEAMS, students increase their knowledge in engineering, feel more confident about             
participating in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) activities and increase their            
ability to work with others to solve complex problems. This year the topic for the competition was                 
Engineering the Environment. Students were required to research and explore areas such as potable              



water, energy efficiency, food deserts, air purification, and robotics. Tackling these challenges requires             
critical job-readiness skills such as collaboration, analytical thinking, and multidimensional          
problem-solving. At this conference, over 8,000 TSA members were in attendance to compete in              
different levels of the competition. There were hundreds of schools represented across the nation who               
competed at the TEAMS competition.  
 
In order to qualify to attend nationals, teams of students competed across the national for state-qualifying                
activities. UCHS STEM students travelled to Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta to compete in               
the state-level competition for TEAMS. At this competition, our students placed 1st in problem-solving,              
tied for first in written essay, and received a 2nd overall ranking for the state of Georgia. Our students                   
studied, researched, and prepared for many hours above and beyond the normal school day as well as the                  
school year in order to be successful at these competitions.  
 
We would like to thank our community sponsors: United Community Bank, Bitter Creek Market, The               
Provision Team, Synchrony LLC, Blue Ridge Mountain EMC, Pat’s Hallmark for providing financial             
assistance for us to attend this event. Thank you to all the STEM teachers who helped foster a love for                    
STEM in our students. A special thank you to Dr. Bridges, Mr. Bavero, and Mr. Hussions for assisting                  
students in developing ideas for economical solutions to their ideas for the written essay. Thank you to A                  
and A Auto Rental for providing a van for transportation for us to take to Orlando for the competition.                   
Thank you to the Union County Board of Education and administration for your continued support for us                 
to compete at these academic competitions. If you would like more information regarding the STEM               
Academy,would like to volunteer as a community partner,or become a community sponsor, please e-mail              
Alecia Frizzell at afrizzell@ucschools.org or visit our website at         
http://high.ucschools.org/students/s_t_e_m_academy for updates and announcements.  
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